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One of the best things you can do for yourself is to

take good care of your body. Making sure to brush

your teeth, at least twice a day, wash your face, and

taking a shower can provide a great boost to your

mood. Eating nutritious meals and drinking plenty

of water have also been found to help.  

Setting realistic goals for yourself can also help you.

Whether it’s telling yourself that you’ll do the dishes

after you eat or that you’ll make sure to get an 80 or

above on your next test, setting goals can help you

feel accomplished and let you set yourself up for

success.

Another important thing you can do is remember

to reach out for help if you need it. Whether it’s one

of your friends or a professional, having someone

there to support you can be a big help. Especially if

you’re struggling mentally.

Below is a list of numbers you can call if you need

help immediately or just need someone to talk to:

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline-  1-800-273-

8255

The Trevor Project- 866-488-7386

National Alliance on Mental Illness- 1-800-950-

6264

Since the start of the pandemic, teens have been

seeing many changes in their mental health. You’ve

probably seen the videos and articles talking about the

decline in people’s mental health since Covid-19

started. Now that school has been open for a while, we

are struggling with taking care of our mental health

while trying to focus on school. So, here are a few

things we can do to make it a bit easier.
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Chris Moore, a 16-year old junior student from

Canajoharie High School gives annual feedback on

going back to school more days. He says “I was failing

almost all my classes before, so it’s kinda good coming

in everyday getting my work done”. So the distractions

at home and the lack of motivation did not quite work

for some. He also stated “If I was home I would be like I

can just do this later but then it never got done”. So

being in school every day makes you have to work

because you are literally sitting in the building and you

also have the teachers right there if you need any help.
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SPORTS

Sports are finally being cleared to play after the

unfortunate cancellation of the fall season. This means

that winter sports are finally happening, and boy were

these kids excited. Just the feel of the energy at the

boys and girls practicing basketball this past week was

electric. Practices were followed by both teams

squaring up with the class A powerhouse, Amsterdam.

The boys and girls both suffered a loss on game day,

but what did you expect when matching up against a

school that is so much bigger? The games were a little

rough this weekend. The energy didn’t seem to be the

same in the game as it was in practice this week. In

bowling news, the bowling team took on Middelburg

Wednesday the 17th. The bowlers beat out

Middleburgh in a close contest only winning the match

by a total of 4 pins. The leading scorer for Canjo was

Derek Mereness who had a total of 611 pins throughout

3 games on the day. Congratulations to the bowling

team on a win. In the world of wrestling, the season is

still on hold to see whether or not they can begin, but

they still have high hopes for their season. Ski club

wasn’t allowed to have any trips this winter so flying

down the slopes is going to have to wait. Hopefully, we

can look forward to next year! Thank you to all the

administration and to the state for allowing any kind of

sports to happen this winter and to give these kids

some hope. It is important that they are able to have

some fun in hard times like these.

WRITTEN BY RICHIE TAMSETT
SPORTS ARE BACK
BOY'S BASKETBALL GAME AGAINST AMESTERDAM 

CANJO ESPORTS TEAM
GOING FOR THE GOLD
WRITTEN BY ANTONIO MEDINA JR.

Canjo is starting the year with a new club but also a

new team. The Canjo ESports team is a team of high

school kids from 9th to 12th grade. It's made of a team

that plays a combination of three games; this year we're

playing Rocket League, League of Leagues, and

Fortnite. I talked with the manager/ last year's coach

about last year's games and her plans. This new year

brings a cool new coach that not only knows how to

play, who has helped put kids that never played into

high ranks, like gold and diamond states in the game.

The ESports team is about having fun and working

hard, and doing so with a team you’ve never talked

with before, and making new friends. Last year we won

one game because we barely had people on the team,

but we still did it for the school. This year, since there

are more people on the team, we have a good chance

to win. Soon enough, the Canjo ESports team will be an

official sport like the rest of the sports. Looking forward,

Smite is off the table for this year since Fortnite is a

popular game, but if you're a Smite player, it will be put

in next year as an option. The team is trying to become

a real sport so join and support the Canjo ESports and

help bring the gold to Canjo. The team is still low on

players, so if you're reading this and interested in

playing please see Ms. Jones in the library.

CULTURE

SCHOOLS OF PAST AND
PRESENT
WRITTEN BY DERECK MERENESS

Canajoharie Central School District is located in

Montgomery County, New York. The school has

been around for a very long time. It is likely that

some small schools were made in the region as

early as the 1700s. By 1790, there were schools

located in both Stone Arabia and at Seebers

Lane, both of these schools did not have high

school education classes available. By the mid-

1800s there were wide varieties of education

popping up in the area. There was a school for

the handicapped, and there was also a school for

deaf people. Most of these local schoolhouses

had one teacher and no administration and were

typically run by local families. School budgets

were no more than a few hundred dollars. When

schools became centralized in the 1940s and 50s

it led to the construction of the East Hill School.

Some of the big events that have happened are

the new high school that was built back in 2001,

the flood back in 2006, and the music

department being honored with the music

award by the Grammy Foundation. (Continued

on Page 3)
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(Story Continued from Page 2)

The new high school that was built back in 2001 has

given students and teachers a new environment to

work in and learn. The flood in 2006 led to some

damages to the whole town, and the music

department winning a Grammy is very exciting.

RECOMMENDATION OF
THE WEEK: AUDACITY 
WRITTEN BY CAROLYN PHILLIPS

Reading is something that some people enjoy, but

others, not so much. Despite your feelings about

reading, whether they’re positive or negative, the

purpose of this column is to recommend books for

people to enjoy, whether they want to read for

pleasure or need a book to read for a class. For this

week’s recommendation, we have the novel Audacity

by Melanie Crowder. Audacity is a young adult

historical fiction inspired by the real-life story of a

young Clara Lemlich, a woman who emigrated from

Russia to New York at the turn of the twentieth

century. In this book, the story of this young woman is

detailed from her emigration and follows her work in

America fighting for the equal rights of workers, all

while going against the norms of her traditional

Jewish family and societal conventions of the time. In

this novel, we see the protagonist in her journey to

obtain better working conditions in the factories, all of

which culminate in her organization of working

women to form one of the biggest strikes by women,

the Uprising of the 20,000. This beautiful novel is told

not in the standard literary sense when thinking of a

novel, but instead, it is told through verse. This novel’s

artful way of portraying the tumultuous life of Clara

Lemlich is not only impactful, especially with quotes

such as, “I am a little more/ than five feet tall/ but my

will/ is like leaping flames/ vaulting skyward/ immune

to all/ that would/ smother me,” or, “In this world/

where I am made to be/ something I’m not,/ small,/

secret things/ wither/ inside of me,” but it also makes

these 400 pages pass by in a blink of an eye. Though

the story can be heavy at times, it’s definitely not a

read you should skip over, and I’m not the only one to

think that because this book was a 2015 National

Jewish Book Award finalist, which means that it

definitely has something going for it. This book’s

delightful, yet quick read gives it 5/5 stars and a

definite recommendation to go pick it up and read it

sometime.

WEEKLY PUZZLE
COMPILED BY JAZMIN HUMPHREY 

IMPORTANT DATES

MARCH 11 2021 = BOARD OF
EDUCATION MEETING
MARCH 15,2021 = SUPERINTENDENT
CONFERENCE DAY 
MARCH 17, 2021 = 25 WEEK MARK
PROGRESS REPORTS 
MARCH 24, 2021 = FULL REMOTE
DAY


